September 16, 2009
Biomedical Engineering Society Executive Board Meeting Minutes

Echoe is looking into the First Aid sponsored event. BMES is looking to fund approximately half of the cost of the price to become first aid certified for any interested Biomedical Engineering Student.

Dave will look into the Ropes Course to see if that could be a possible social. Ideas for possible socials on October 7th, November 4th and November 18th are also necessary.

Wednesday, September 23rd we will hold our general meeting in Fisher 101. We will discuss possible socials, volunteer opportunities and get to know each other by playing Mad Gab. Danielle will pick up some individual sized candy bars for this meeting.

Thelma will look into scheduling a plant tour with GE Healthcare, Cardinal Healthcare and the University of Wisconsin-Madison Biomedical Engineering Department, for the first weekend in November. This includes hotel prices, times available for tours and other necessary information for planning this trip.

As the career fair is approaching, Thelma will contact Beckman Coulter and GE Healthcare to see if they would be available for an hour to host “a meeting with Industry” for BMES members.

Steph will create a design for the t-shirt sale, that would prospectively say “I heart Biomeds” with an anatomically correct heart. A mention of Biomedical Engineering might be on the back.

David will continue to look into the best way for BMES to compile scoop. In doing so, he will talk to the Dean of Students, as well as the EECN, as they are most likely in charge of the possible means of electronic storage.

Ideas for other volunteering include Adopt-A-Highway, Goodwill and Dog walking at the Humane Society.

Our next Executive Board meeting will be Wednesday, September 30th, in the Biomed Conference Room unless otherwise posted.